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Recruitment: Research Center Director Email
DATE
Dear NAME:
Thank you for leading the NAME OF RESEARCH CENTER. Your research is
especially timely CONNECT TO CURRENT LOCAL, NATIONAL, OR GLOBAL ISSUE.
We’d like make this important research available to a broader audience by
hosting it in the U of A’s digital repository, ScholarWorks@UARK.
We make your research easily discoverable and accessible, extending its longevity
and geographic reach. We also provide usage data – number of web visitors, as
well as their geographic distribution and institutional affiliation. These statistics
are invaluable for demonstrating the global impact of your research. There is no
charge for hosting this service! For an example of what we can do, please take a
look at what we've done for the Center for Human Nutrition and the Arkansas
Water Resources Center.
I'm attaching a flyer highlighting the key features of our repository. Please let me
know if you or your colleagues would like to learn more. It would be a pleasure to
work with you.
Sincerely,
NAME

Quick Facts

ScholarWorks@UARK
Services for Research Centers

ScholarWorks@UARK is a
hosted web platform featuring
U of A research.
Check out https://scholarworks.uark.edu/

ScholarWorks@UARK gets you
noticed!

ScholarWorks@UARK
showcases all your research
activities.
Host your videos, podcasts, exhibits, reports,
posters, and publications in one easy-to-find
place.

ScholarWorks@UARK welcomes
journals, too!

We have terrific search engine optimization. We
also promote your research on our social media
accounts.

Use our editorial management system to produce
your own online journal.

ScholarWorks@UARK provides
usage statistics.

ScholarWorks@UARK costs you
nothing!

Document your impact with usage statistics hits and downloads, users' geographic location,
and most popular items.

That's right - there's no charge for these services!
We post files, create metadata, and manage the
technical systems.

Want to learn more? Contact us!
scholar@uark.edu

@UARKScholarComm

@UARKScholarComm

ScholarWorks@UARK is sponsored by the University Libraries

scholarworks.uark.edu

Recruitment: Summer Program Directors
DATE
Dear NAME:
Thank you for coordinating the NAME OF PROGRAM. I would like to help you and your
colleagues make such programs more accessible and more easily discoverable, extending both
their geographic reach and their longevity, by posting material in our digital repository
ScholarWorks. The FAY Design Camp has already taken advantage of this opportunity, and we
would like to recruit many more programs, especially those willing to make instructional
materials available.
I'm attaching a brochure highlighting the key features of our repository. Please let me know if
you or your colleagues would like to learn more. It would be a pleasure to work with you.
Sincerely,
NAME

Repository Marketing Video
This two-minute video provides information about the repository for subject librarians, who can help to
recruit collections.
Video for Subject Librarians (2021)

ScholarWorks@UARK Submission Form
Updated April 2021

By providing complete, accurate information about your work, you make it more easily
discoverable. If the author’s name, title, DOI, etc. are not immediately obvious on the item itself,
please supply this information below.
We want to help you make your work more inviting for everyone – including individuals
with disabilities. The University provides instructional video guides on making various types of
files accessible on the WebFirst Accessibility website. If you have additional questions, please
contact the Scholarly Communications staff at scholar@uark.edu.

Images
Information/Metadata
Creator(s)
Title
Date

Description

Comments

Permissions to post on Yes/No
the web
(ScholarWorks
author agreement or
prior permission
given to your
unit/organization)

Accessibility
Alt-text

ScholarWorks@UARK Submission Form
Updated April 2021

By providing complete, accurate information about your work, you make it more easily
discoverable. If the author’s name, title, DOI, etc. are not immediately obvious on the item itself,
please supply this information below.
We want to help you make your work more inviting for everyone – including individuals
with disabilities. The University provides instructional video guides on making various types of
files accessible on the WebFirst Accessibility website. If you have additional questions, please
contact the Scholarly Communications staff at scholar@uark.edu.

Texts (published and unpublished)
Information/Metadata
Author(s)

Title of article or
book chapter
Date of creation

Abstract/Description

Acknowledgments

Comments

Text meets
accessibility
requirements (e.g.,
OCR PDF, Headings,
Alt-text)

Yes/No

Page 1 of 2

Permission to post on
the web
(ScholarWorks
author agreement or
prior permission
given to your
unit/organization)
Has this text been
published?

Yes/No

Yes/No
If “yes,” please continue.
If “no,” no more metadata is needed.

*Citation information

DOI (if applicable)
Is this publication
open access?
**Version of the text
(e.g., preprint,
author’s manuscript)
Additional
Information
Additional
Information

Yes/No

*Citation for an article: journal title, volume, issue, page numbers, date
*Citation for a book chapter: book title, name of the editor(s), location of publisher, publisher’s
name, date, page numbers
**If the text has been published, please check the publishing agreement or the
publisher’s/journal’s policy to ensure that you are submitting a version that may be posted
online.
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ScholarWorks@UARK Submission Form
Updated April 2021

By providing complete, accurate information about your work, you make it more easily
discoverable. If the author’s name, title, DOI, etc. are not immediately obvious on the item itself,
please supply this information below.
We want to help you make your work more inviting for everyone – including individuals
with disabilities. The University provides instructional video guides on making various types of
files accessible on the WebFirst Accessibility website. If you have additional questions, please
contact the Scholarly Communications staff at scholar@uark.edu.

Video/Audio
Information/Metadata
Author(s)/Presenter(s)
Title
Please provide link
(e.g., YouTube, Box,
Video.uark.edu) to
where file is currently.
Date of the event

Acknowledgments
(e.g., funding that
supported research
underlying the
publication)
Comments

Keywords

Page 1 of 2

Abstract/Summary
(You may use the
advertising
description for the
event)
List of supplementary
files (if any)
Confirmation of
permission (If you
have obtained
permission from the
presenter(s) to record
the event and post the
recording on the web,
we do not need an
additional form. If
you do not have such
permission, please ask
the presenter to
complete the
ScholarWorks
submission form, then
email it to Cedar
Middleton
(ccmiddle@uark.edu)

Yes/No

Additional
Information
Additional
Information
*Additional note regarding material under copyright: Please make sure that the recording does
not include copyrighted material which requires permission for use, e.g., lengthy movie excerpts.

Accessibility
Captions or
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